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carrying forward this struggle, through all
the difficulties and obstacles; and, on the
basis of and at the same time as continually strengthening this “solid core,” there
must be provision and scope for a wide
diversity of thinking and activity, among
people throughout society, “going off in
many different directions,” grappling and
experimenting with many diverse ideas
and programs and fields of endeavor–and
once again all this must be “embraced” by
the vanguard party and the “solid core” in
an overall sense and enabled to contribute,
through many divergent paths, to the
advance along a broad road toward the
goal of communism. This orientation and
approach is embodied in the Constitution
for the New Socialist Republic in North
America.
The New Socialist Republic in North
America is a multi-national and multi-lingual state, which is based on the principle
of equality between different nationalities
and cultures and has as one of its essential
objectives fully overcoming national
oppression and inequality, which was such
a fundamental part of the imperialist USA
throughout its history. Only on the basis of
these principles and objectives can divisions among humanity by country and
nation be finally overcome and surpassed
and a world community of freely associating human beings be brought into being.
This orientation is also embodied in the
various institutions of the state and in the
functioning of the government in the New
Socialist Republic in North America.
The oppression of women arose together
with the emergence of exploitative class
divisions among human beings thousands
of years ago, has been carried forward and
become deeply entrenched in all societies
ruled by exploiting classes, and was a
marked feature of the imperialist United
States of America and its domination and
influence in the world. Abolishing and
uprooting all this is one of the most important objectives of the New Socialist Republic in North America. This is expressed not
only in full legal equality between women
and men, but beyond that in the declared
orientation and policy of this Republic to
overcome all “tradition’s chains” embodied in traditional gender roles and divisions, and all the oppressive relations
bound up with this, in every sphere of
society, and to enable women, as fully as
men, to take part in and contribute to
every aspect of the struggle to transform
society, and the world, in order to uproot
and abolish all relations of oppression and
exploitation and emancipate humanity as
a whole.

In an overall sense, and in accordance with
the principles and provisions of this Constitution, the Revolutionary Communist
Party provides leadership to the state and
its key institutions. Members of the Party,
at all levels, dedicate themselves to upholding, propagating and implementing the
Constitution of the Party as well as the
Constitution of the New Socialist Republic
in North America. While there are differences between these two Constitutions–as
aspects of the viewpoint, objectives and
responsibilities of Party members, embodied in the Party Constitution, extend
beyond what is set forth in the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic–there
is a fundamental unity between the principles of the two Constitutions; the Party,
and all its members, are accountable to
and may not act in violation of, and on the
contrary must consistently act on the basis
of and in accordance with, the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in
North America.
As historical experience has demonstrated, socialist society will–for a considerable period of time–contain, and in
fact regenerate, elements of exploitation,
social inequality and oppression, which
have been, unavoidably, inherited from
the old society and cannot be uprooted
and abolished all at once, or soon after
the establishment of the socialist state.
Further, there is likely to be a protracted
period in which new socialist states come
into existence in a situation where they
are, to one degree or another, encircled
by imperialist and reactionary states,
which will continue to exert significant
influence and force, and may even
occupy a dominant position in the world
for some time. These factors will, for a
long time, repeatedly give rise to forces
within socialist society itself, as well as
within the parts of the world still dominated by imperialism and reaction, which
will attempt to overthrow any socialist
states that exist and restore capitalism
there. And historical experience has also
demonstrated that, as a result of these
contradictions, forces will emerge within
the vanguard party itself, including at its
top levels, which will fight for lines and
policies that will actually lead to the
undermining of socialism and the restoration of capitalism. All this underscores
the importance of continuing the revolution within socialist society, and of doing
so in the overall framework of the revolutionary struggle throughout the world
and with the internationalist orientation
of giving fundamental priority to the
advance of this worldwide struggle
toward the achievement of communism,
which is only possible on a world scale–
and the importance of struggle within

the party itself, as well as in society as a
whole, to maintain and strengthen the
revolutionary character and role of the
party, in keeping with its responsibilities
to act as the leadership of the continuing
revolution toward the final goal of communism, and to defeat attempts to transform the party into its opposite, into a
vehicle for the restoration of the old,
exploitative and oppressive society.
With the final abolition of class divisions
and all other exploitative and oppressive
relations among people, throughout the
world, there will still remain a need for
government, in the sense of providing an
organized framework for decision-making
and the administration of the common
affairs of the human beings who make up
society, on its various levels, and for the
pursuit by individuals and groups within
society of their particular inclinations, preferences and concerns within the overall
cooperative functioning and ethos of society. But the need and the basis for a state–as
an organ of class rule and of suppression of
classes and groups antagonistically
opposed to the ruling class–will have been
eliminated, and the state will have been
abolished. In these conditions, the basis
and need for an organized group of people
exercising a disproportionate influence in
the sphere of government, and in society
overall, will also have been surpassed, and
vanguard parties, with a special role in the
governance of society, will have been eliminated. Advancing to such a communist
society, bringing into being the conditions
that make that possible and achievable–
through continuing revolutionary struggle
to transform all spheres of society, within a
particular socialist state and in the world as
a whole–is the fundamental aim of the
socialist state and of the vanguard party
which plays a leading role within that
state. While recognizing the complex and
protracted nature of the struggle to overcome the relations and divisions which
make a state and a vanguard necessary, the
socialist state and its leading party must, at
every stage in this process, not only propagate this goal but promote and give effect
to concrete measures which lead in this
direction.
The preceding constitutes the basis and
foundation for the Articles that follow in
this Constitution for the New Socialist
Republic in North America.
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